Session Details
Explore Complex Data Visualization Challenges And Dig Deeper Into Your Data.
Get A Better Understanding Of How To Artfully Prepare And Organize Your Data And Walk
Away Having A Better Grasp Of Advanced Building Techniques For Creating Innovative
Analysis And Dashboards.

Agenda

➢ Mastering Data Visualization using Tableau
➢ Non-Native charts of Tableau – Venn Diagram, Funnel, Waterfall,
  Match-stick, Butterfly, Donut chart, Dual Map charts
➢ Adding Animation in charts
➢ Adding layer of HTML on Tableau
➢ Real world business scenario examples

WHO CAN LEARN?

▪ No Programming skills required to learn the Tableau BI Tool
▪ NON IT Employees/ any graduate students can Learn Tableau Course
▪ A beginner can join this course to gain the expertise in Tableau
▪ Any tableau developer who wants to apply for tableau certification

TRAINER PROFILE

▪ 12 Years of BI & Data Warehousing Working IT Professional
▪ Having 8+ Years of Experience in Tableau Data Visualization
Successfully Trained 450+ Students Online

If you are unable to find or attend the demo of your choice, you can watch an on-demand demo below or contact us.

APPENDIX